
Chasing my Y-DNA part 53
Who is buried in the Hexam Abbey tomb of Elwald?



Note; The Hermitage, Wide Haugh (like Whitehaugh), in map below of Hexam



It should be noted that the word steel for stream is also used in this region. 
One should be noted that Steel is also a surname, that is felt to come from the 
border region. It should be noted pre about 1320, and after 1600, there was 
no border.  Pre-1320 people were of the same northern Northumbria.

The name Elwald or Alwald (Ælwald likely reason for two spellings), is felt 
to have a consistency, in spelling of the suffix wald in the north Northumbria 
region which became the Scottish border region, and English 
Northumberland.  



Elwald- as a prefix in the north Northumbria region.



Elwaldside on map above spelled Elwaldsyde, a boscus, 
wooded are, but utilized as a proper name.

Feel same locality.



This is a suburb of Edinburgh, likely wooded.



 



Elwaldlaw is likely a grove on a hill 169m high.
In 1500 a Gilbert Elwald was the son of a Nicholas.

Other names are used above, including Henry, and Rauf.
It is felt that these names are from the East part of the borders where 
Edinburgh and Coldingham are, but are related to the Elwald of Liddesdale.

It can be questioned whether the name Elwaldside a suburb of Edinburgh 
came from the Elwald family, or previous to the family surname which did 
not develop to about 1300.

The names Ralf and Richard Forester are above.

Think the link between the Hume, Elwald began in this region. It is felt that 
the Armstrong, Elwald, and Hume are Anglo-Danish, and have strong links.





A Bothwell (Patrick Hepburn), acquired the Hermitage from Archibald 
Douglas 5th Earl of Angus.  Hamilton and Hume have land in Ulster which 
Ellot have leases on of the Ulster Plantation. Charles I, the Ellot of Ulster on 
Church of England, Hamilton leases supported as Royalists.

What is happing is that Douglas, Earl of Angus, is giving land to his squire 
Hume in 1436, and another gives land to his squire further south little more 
than forty years later, to that of Elwald.







The land of Wolfhopelee (the valley in which the wolf stays out of the wind, 
refer to contour map) is just north of the land of the Elwald of Liddesdale.

It is felt that the word wald has German/Nordic-Saxon origins meaning 
forest.



Language migrates with its people and it is felt the people to be called Elwald 
migrated with the Old East Norse language.



Johansen (son of John), and Andersen (son of Andrew)
Wolfhopelee (lee/lie; side of the valley).

Elwald being a Saint and Anglo King, may had also formed place names, 
giving reason for choice of a surname, likely coming from a personal nameof 
being a son of an Elwald.
Thomas a Cottingham, Elwald name, a being a farmer on the manor once 
owned by the Wake family (Saxon) of Liddel Strength, land went to 
Archibald Douglas of Kirkandrews/Cavers.



Graham is one of the major boarder families along with the Ellot and 
Armstrong which were for the most part resettled in Ulster.

Filius; son of.



In Denmark; Anderson is again 5th.  Though surname Elwald was developed 
before the Denmark naming act of 1526 for the making of surnames.

It should be noted that Elwald in northern Northumbria that the since wald is 
a German/Nordic word for forest could be referred to as basically a German-



Nordic.

Robert Lewis Stevens on the four black brothers; Hob, Gib, Clem & Dand.

Robert (Hob) Ellot. Not of Redheugh, because the Redheugh line used 
Young Robin son of Robin son of Rob son of Robert, which nickname started 
with and R and not an H.  Gilbert (Gib) of Stobbs, Clement (Clem) Crosier, 
and Andrew (Dand) which became Daniel (Church of England 
(Anglican/Episcopal), saintly name) in Ulster then carried, on to America. 
But Andrew is a strong Danish/Nordic and Saintly the same can be said for 
the surname Elwald.

It should be noted that Gilbert, had four sons; Hob, Gib, Clem, and Dand, and 
it is the Gilbert line which was able to stay in today's United Kingdom.

The surname Elliot or should it be Ellot does not exist in above. This is felt 
because if one today has the name Elliott could be of to origins, Norman or 
Nordic. The Normans do not like to claim Nordic origins. After all who 



wants to be related to a Clementis Hob from Stobbs?

Armstrongs and Grahams above, but again not Elliot (Elliott/Ellot), given the 
problem of duality of origins, it is difficult to put the name Elliot in. The Ellot 
are noted to be of Fermanagh also,



Appendix
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